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Jet observables

☛ Event shape variables & jet-rates are IRC safe observables
which describe the energy and momentum flow of final state events

THE standard example: Thrust in e+e− collisions

T ≡ 1

Q
max
~nT

∑

i

|~pi · ~nT | =
1

Q

∑

i

|piz|

Pencil-like event: τ ≡ 1 − T � 1 Planar event: T ' 2/3
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Jet observables

Jet observables are a good compromise between

conceptual simplicity allowing solid theoretical predictions
remarkable sensitivity to a range of features of QCD radiation

Provide a wealth of information, e.g.:

measurements of the αs and its
renormalization group

cross-checks of the values of
the colour factors of QCD

insight into dynamics of
hadronization

➥ Theoretically and experimentally most extensively studied QCD
observables! Much information has been extracted in e+e− and DIS so far!
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What about at hadron colliders?

Event shapes have been largely neglected at hadron colliders
only (published) exceptions: measurement of a broadening by CDF
in ’91 and of a thrust by D0 in ’02

Calculations and measurements are more difficult at hadron colliders,
so THE QUESTION I want to address here is

Is there anything more we can learn from event shapes
at hadron colliders?
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✗ EXP: underlying event (beam fragmentation), limited detector coverage in rapidity, . . .
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Motivations for hadron-hadron event-shapes

At hadron colliders

two jets are present in the initial state, therefore all studies of final
states lead beyond the well-tested two-jet regime [multi-jet events not

suppressed by powers of αs]

sensitivity to underlying jet-production channel

studies of hadronization corrections in multi-jet events

dijet production allows studies of quantum evolution of colour
⇒ colour evolution that arises in 4-jet events has never been investigated

resummation effects become important earlier

e+e− → qq̄  2CF αsL
2/π ⇐⇒ gg → gg  4CA αsL

2/π

rich source of gluon jets [again no αs suppression]

event shapes defined as ratios ⇒ many uncertainties cancel

studies of underlying event
⇒ the forward sensitivity (to beam-fragmentation) can be tuned [see later]
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Theoretical input for event shape distributions

Perturbative

fixed order Σ(v) ∼ 1 + αsf1(v)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LO

+ αs
2f2(v)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

NLO

⇒ computed with event generators [Event2, Disent, Disaster, NLOJET++, . . . ]

resummation Σ(v) ∼ exp{Lg1(αsL)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

LL

+ g2(αsL)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

NLL

} L ≡ ln(1/V )

⇒ traditionally computed by hand, recently automated [CAESAR]

Non-perturbative
leading power corrections [Dokshitzer, Marchesini, Webber]

shape functions [Gardi, Korchemsky, Sterman, Rathsman . . . ]

⇒ currently: both computed by hand [maybe some automation soon?]

NP effects can also be estimated from the difference between
parton and hadron level in Monte Carlos
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Globalness and Non-Global logs

Global observables: sensitive to emissions everywhere
coherence of QCD radiation ⇒ angular ordering ⇒ soft independent
emissions ⇒ factorization ⇒ exponentiation ⇒ resummation

proved at NLL
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Globalness and Non-Global logs

Global observables: sensitive to emissions everywhere
coherence of QCD radiation ⇒ angular ordering ⇒ soft independent
emissions ⇒ factorization ⇒ exponentiation ⇒ resummation

proved at NLL

Non-global observables: sensitive to emissions in restricted regions

Tempting: ignore the unobserved region and use independent
emission from observed hard partons

widely used in the literature

Global:

X
X

X
X

observed region observed region

restriction on the observable v ⇔ restric-

tion on all emissions

=⇒

Non-global:

XX

observed region not observed region

restriction on the observable v ⇔ restric-

tion on emissions from observed partons
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coherence of QCD radiation ⇒ angular ordering ⇒ soft independent
emissions ⇒ factorization ⇒ exponentiation ⇒ resummation

proved at NLL

Non-global observables: sensitive to emissions in restricted regions
Temping: ignore the unobserved region and use independent emission
from observed hard partons

widely used in the literature but WRONG at NLL, Dasgupta & Salam ’01

Global:

X
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X
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Globalness and Non-Global logs

Global observables: sensitive to emissions everywhere
coherence of QCD radiation ⇒ angular ordering ⇒ soft independent
emissions ⇒ factorization ⇒ exponentiation ⇒ resummation

proved at NLL

Non-global observables: sensitive to emissions in restricted regions
approximation of soft independent emissions WRONG at NLL detemines

☛ CAESAR limited to global observables!
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Observables in hadronic dijet production

Theoretical predictions lim-
ited to global observables
[At least if one aims at NLL
accuracy]

⇐⇒
Experiments have only detec-
tors in a limited rapidity range
[Usually modelled by a rapidity
cut |η| < η0 along the beam]

pp

jet

jet

η0

observed 

unobserved 

! Mismatch between ’ideal’ theoretical definition and what
can be measured in practice? NO!

There are different classes of observables designed to solve this conflict!
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Directly global observables

Procedure:

select event with two-jets with some large transverse momentum

pp

jet

jet

η0

define observables similar to e+e− but purely in the transverse plane

in the measurements include emissions as forward as possible
[η0 ∼ 3.5 at the Tevatron, η0 ∼ 5 at the LHC]

the radiation in the unobserved region has a negligible effect if the
observable is not too small. Formally:

If V ∼ d`

(
kt

Q

)a

e−b`ηg`(φ) for a soft emission collinear to leg `

⇒ lnV & −(a + b) · η0 b ≡ min{b1, b2}

neglect η0 in theoretical predictions

check a posteriori which portion of the tail is beyond control
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Directly global observables

Procedure:

select event with two-jets with some large transverse momentum

define observables similar to e+e− but purely in the transverse plane

Examples

Directly global transverse thrust

T⊥,g ≡ max
~n⊥

∑

i |~p⊥i × ~n⊥|
∑

i |~p⊥i|
τ⊥,g ≡ 1 − T⊥,g

Directly global thrust minor

Tm,g ≡
∑

i |~p⊥i · ~nm|
∑

i |~p⊥i|
~n⊥ · ~nm = 0

n

n

m

Beam 

in the measurements include emissions as forward as possible
[η0 ∼ 3.5 at the Tevatron, η0 ∼ 5 at the LHC]

the radiation in the unobserved region has a negligible effect if the
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Observables with recoil term

Procedure:

define a well central region C, e. g. |η| < ηmax ∼ O (1)

pp

η0jet

jet

PSfrag replacements

C

C

C̄

C̄

define central observables using particles only in the central region

transverse momentum conservation ensures that

R⊥,C ≡ 1

Q⊥,C

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

i∈C

~q⊥i

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

!
=

1

Q⊥,C

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

i6∈C

~q⊥i

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Q⊥,C ≡
∑

i∈C

q⊥i

make central observables global by adding R⊥,C

[or a power of it to ensure continuous globalness]

☞ NB: Indirect sensitivity to unobserved emissions!
Not measuring everywhere is NOT equivalent to non-global!
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Observables with recoil term

Procedure:

define a well central region C, e. g. |η| < ηmax ∼ O (1)
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Examples:

Central transverse thrust

T⊥,C ≡ max
~n⊥

∑

i∈C |~p⊥i × ~n⊥|
∑

i∈C |~p⊥i|
τ⊥,C ≡ 1 − T⊥,C

Central thrust minor

Tm,C ≡
∑

i∈C |~p⊥i · ~nm|
∑

i∈C |~p⊥i|
~n⊥ · ~nm = 0

transverse momentum conservation ensures that
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Q⊥,C

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
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∣
∣
∣
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Observables with recoil term

Procedure:

define a well central region C, e. g. |η| < ηmax ∼ O (1)

define central observables using particles only in the central region

transverse momentum conservation ensures that

R⊥,C ≡ 1

Q⊥,C

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

i∈C

~q⊥i

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

!
=

1

Q⊥,C

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

i6∈C

~q⊥i

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

Q⊥,C ≡
∑

i∈C

q⊥i

make central observables global by adding R⊥,C

[or a power of it to ensure continuous globalness]

☞ NB: Indirect sensitivity to unobserved emissions!
Not measuring everywhere is NOT equivalent to non-global!

Examples:

Recoil enhanced transverse thrust: τ⊥,R ≡ τ⊥,C + R⊥,C

Recoil enhanced thrust minor: Tm,R ≡ Tm,C + R⊥,C
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Observables with exponentially suppressed forward term

Procedure:

define a well central region C, e. g. |η| < ηmax ∼ O (1)

define central observables using particles only in the central region

introduce the mean q⊥ weighted rapidity ηC of the central region

define an exponentially suppressed forward term

EC̄ ≡ 1

Q⊥,C

∑

i/∈C

q⊥i e−|ηi−ηC|

make central observables global by adding EC̄
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Observables with exponentially suppressed forward term

Procedure:

define a well central region C, e. g. |η| < ηmax ∼ O (1)

define central observables using particles only in the central region

introduce the mean q⊥ weighted rapidity ηC of the central region

define an exponentially suppressed forward term

EC̄ ≡ 1

Q⊥,C

∑

i/∈C

q⊥i e−|ηi−ηC|

make central observables global by adding EC̄
Examples:

Exponentially suppressed forward enhanced transverse thrust:

τ⊥,E ≡ τ⊥,C + EC̄
Exponentially suppressed forward enhanced thrust minor:

Tm,E ≡ Tm,C + EC̄
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Three-jet resolution parameter

Longitudinal invariant exclusive kt algorithm:
Define distances

diB = q2
⊥i dij = min{q2

⊥i, q
2
⊥j}

(
(ηi − η2

j ) + (φi − φj)
2
)

Recombine pair with smallest distance. Define

y23 =
1

(Et1 + Et2)2
max
n≥3

d(n)

where d(n) is the smallest distance when n pseudo-particles are left.

pp

η0

jet1

jet2

jet3

y23 ∼ 1

pp

η0

jet1

jet2

jet3

y23 � 1
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Sample distributions from CAESAR

Event selection (illustrative example)

consider dijets events at Tevatron Run II regime
√

s = 1.96 TeV

run longitudinally invariant kt algorithm

require 2 jets in the central region |η| < 0.7 and ET,hardest > 50 GeV

define the central region C through |η| < 1.1

Shown pure NLL predictions without matching!

[☛ For precise definitions of all observables see hep-ph/0407287 or http://qcd-caesar.org]
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Results: Directely global observables

Keep in mind that

❶ For a soft emission collinear to leg `: V ∼ d`

(
kt

Q

)a

e−b`ηg`(φ)

❷ NLL distribution reliable when ln(XV ) & −(a + b`) · η0

❸ Sudakov effect: Σ(V ) ∼ e
αs

2π
G12L2+... with G12 = −2

a

∑

`

C`

a + b`
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(
kt

Q

)a

e−b`ηg`(φ)

❷ NLL distribution reliable when ln(XV ) & −(a + b`) · η0

❸ Sudakov effect: Σ(V ) ∼ e
αs

2π
G12L2+... with G12 = −2

a

∑

`

C`

a + b`

V a` (inc) b` (inc) a` (out) b` (out)

τ⊥,g 1 0 1 1

Tm,g 1 0 1 0

y23,g 2 0 2 0

➥ G12 = −(2Cinc + Cout)

➥ Beamcut : ln τ⊥,g & −5

[η0 ∼ 3.5 X ∼ 5]

Cinc/out → total incoming/outgoing colour

  0

  5

  10

  15

  20

 -2 -3 -4 -5-6

dΣ
H

,δ
(τ

⊥
,g

)/
dl

n(
τ ⊥

,g
) 

[n
b]

ln(τ⊥,g)

qq→ gg x 20
gg→ qq x 10
qq→ qq x 3
qg→ qg
gg→ gg
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➥ Beamcut : ln Tm,g & −η0 ∼ −3.5

Cinc/out → total incoming/outgoing colour
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,δ
(T

m
,g

)/
dl

n(
Τ m

,g
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V a` (inc) b` (inc) a` (out) b` (out)

τ⊥,g 1 0 1 1

Tm,g 1 0 1 0

y23,g 2 0 2 0

➥ G12 = −(1Cinc + 1Cout)

➥ Beamcut : ln y23,g & −2η0 ∼ −7

Cinc/out → total incoming/outgoing colour
  0
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dΣ
H

,δ
(y

23
)/

dl
n(

y 2
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ln(y23)
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Results: Exponentially suppressed observables

Keep in mind that

❶ For a soft emission collinear to leg `: V ∼ d`

(
kt

Q

)a

e−b`ηg`(φ)

❷ NLL distribution reliable when ln(XV ) & −(a + b`) · η0

❸ Sudakov effect: Σ(V ) ∼ e
αs

2π
G12L2+... with G12 = −2

a

∑

`

C`

a + b`

V a` (inc) b` (inc) a` (out) b` (out)

ρH,E 1 1 1 1

BW,E 1 1 1 0

➥ Beamcut : ln V & −2η0 ∼ −7

☛ Because of EC̄ distribution is
comfortably to the right of the cut   0

  0.1

  0.2

  0.3

  0.4

  0.5

  0.6

  0.7

  0.8

  0.9

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

dΣ
H

(V
)/

dl
n(

V
)/

σ H
 

ln(V)

BW,ε, E⊥,min=50GeV
ρH,ε, E⊥,min=50GeV
BW,ε, E⊥,min=200GeV
ρH,ε, E⊥,min=200GeV
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Results: Recoil enhanced observables

For recoil observables at small v the observable is small because of a
vectorial cancellation between different emissions [same as for the oblateness in

e+e− and some DIS observables]

Not a Sudakov effect ⇒ resummation breaks down at some point

  0
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  6

  8

  10

  12

  14

 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5

dΣ
H

,δ
(τ

⊥
,R

)/
dl

n(
τ ⊥

,R
) 

[n
b]

ln(τ⊥,R)

qq→ gg x 20
gg→ qq x 10
qq→ qq x 3
qg→ qg
gg→ gg

➥ large part of distribution cut away

  0
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  15

  20

  25

 -1 -2 -3 -4

dΣ
H

,δ
(T

m
,R

)/
dl

n(
T

m
,R

) 
[n

b]

ln(Tm,R)

qq→ gg x 20
gg→ qq x 10
qq→ qq x 3
qg→ qg
gg→ gg

➥ few % of distribution cut away
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Pro and contra of these observables

directly global observables

simple, analogous to standard e+e− observables, but in
transverse plane

impact on η0 not always negligible, can be checked a posteriori

observables with recoil term

measurements use only central emissions

cancellations in recoil term, accurate determination problematic

Sudakov effect competes with cancellation in vectorial sum,
resummation breaks down at some point

observables with exponentially suppressed forward terms

low sensitivity to the forward region, thus best compromise

need to merge measurements from different detectors
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Overview of some hh-observables

Event-shape Impact of η0
Resummation

breakdown
Underlying

Event
Jet

hadronisation

τ⊥,g tolerable∗ none ∼ η0/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,g tolerable none ∼ η0/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23 tolerable none ∼ √
y23/Q∗ ∼ √

y23/Q∗

τ⊥,E , ρX,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,E , BX,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ √
y23/Q∗

τ⊥,R, ρX,R none serious ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,R, BX,R none tolerable ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,R none intermediate∗ ∼ √
y23/Q∗ ∼ √

y23/Q∗

∗ = preliminary!

Event-shape Impact of η0
Resummation

breakdown
Underlying

Event
Jet

hadronisation

τ⊥,g tolerable∗ none ∼ η0/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,g tolerable none ∼ η0/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23 tolerable none ∼ √
y23/Q∗ ∼ √

y23/Q∗

τ⊥,E , ρX,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,E , BX,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,E negligible none ∼ 1/Q ∼ √
y23/Q∗

τ⊥,R, ρX,R none serious ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/Q

Tm,R, BX,R none tolerable ∼ 1/Q ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,R none intermediate∗ ∼ √
y23/Q∗ ∼ √

y23/Q∗

∗ = preliminary!

observables in different classes have complementary sensitivities

the simultaneous study is a powerful tool to investigate properties of QCD radiation

☛ an automated approach makes these studies feasible
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Overview of some hh-observables

Event-shape Jet hadronisation

τ⊥,g ∼ 1/Q

Tm,g ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23 ∼ √
y23/Q∗

τ⊥,E , ρX,E ∼ 1/Q

Tm,E , BX,E ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,E ∼ √
y23/Q∗

τ⊥,R, ρX,R ∼ 1/Q

Tm,R, BX,R ∼ 1/(
√

αsQ)

y23,R ∼ √
y23/Q∗

∗ = preliminary!

V a` (out) b` (out)

τ⊥,g 1 1

τ⊥,E , ρX,E 1 1

τ⊥,R , ρX,R 1 1

➥ V ∼ kt

Q
e−η

☛ Exponentially suppressed in rapidity
as thrust in e+e− ⇒ power corrections
amount to a rigid shift ∼ 1/Q

Event-shape Impact of η0
Resummation

breakdown
Underlying

Event
Jet

hadronisation

τ⊥,g tolerable∗ none ∼ η0/Q ∼ 1/Q
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Conclusion

Event shapes at hh colliders open up the possibility to new QCD studies

✗ quantum evolution of color

✗ soft underlying event

✗ soft hadronization in multi-jet events

NB: non global 6= not measuring everywhere
☞ Theoretical requirement of globalness can be reconciled with limited experimental reach,

but measurements must be suitably defined

Experimental environment more challenging but a simultaneous study
of many observables with complimentary properties is an invaluable
source of information
First experimental studies started at the Tevatron [☞ see talk by Lester
Pinera] and first thoughts among CMS people

However before comparisons with data matching with fixed order needed!
[in hh collisions must be done channel by channel, need flavour information in fixed order]
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